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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) with mobile nodes require a mechanism to assign a position to
each reading to fully leverage the gathered data. As implementing dedicated localization hardware
in each node is often too expensive, WSNs demand other localization solutions that use the specific
properties of the network. This thesis examines existing solutions and presents the novel Graphbased Localization (GRAL) algorithm. GRAL is a centralized, range-free algorithm that is designed
to assign positions to readings of nodes in a mobile WSN deployed in an environment like a water
grid that can be modeled by a graph and has some nodes with a known position. It operates by
partitioning each nodes’ reading packages in distinctive sets for which it can determine the startand endpoints. The position for the in-between packages for each set is then linearly interpolated.
In this thesis, I implement and evaluate GRAL with respect to several relevant scenarios.

Zusammenfassung
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), die mobile Sensor-Knoten nutzen, benötigen einen Mechanismus,
um jeder Messung eine Position zuzuweisen, damit die gesammelten Daten optimal genutzt werden
können. Da die Nutzung von spezialisierter Lokalisierungshardware auf jedem der Sensor-Knoten
oft zu teuer ist, benötigen WSNs andere Lokalisierungsmethoden, die die speziellen Eigenschaften
des Netzwerks nutzen. Diese Abschlussarbeit untersucht bestehende Lösungen und präsentiert den
neuen Graph-basierten Lokalisierungsalgorithmus (GRAL). GRAL ist ein zentralisierter, range-free
Algorithmus. Er ist für mobile WSNs, die sich in Topologien wie einem Abwasser-Netzwerk, die
mit einem Graph modelliert werden können, befinden und in denen die Positionen von manchen
Sensoren vorher bekannt sind, entworfen. Er funktioniert, indem er die Messwertpakete jedes SensorKnotens in Reihen einsortiert, deren Start- und Endpunkt festgestellt werden können. Die Position
der Pakete, die sich temporal zwischen diesen Punkten befinden, wird dann linear interpoliert. In
dieser Abschlussarbeit implementiere ich GRAL und evaluiere den Algorithmus anschließend anhand
einiger relevanter Szenarien.
Keywords: localization, WSN, range-free, positioning, mobile nodes
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Introduction

Increased availability of cheap micro-controllers, matching development boards, and small singleboard computers drive the adoption of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Typical usage of WSNs is
to continually survey characteristics across a spread out area which makes them useful for a variety
of fields like disaster prevention, environmental monitoring, and ambient computing (Reinhardt,
Zöller, and Christin 2014), to name a few.
Readings have to be assigned a location within the deployment area to get the maximum insight from
the measurements of the network’s nodes. Using satellite localization systems like GPS or Galileo
is in many applications not feasible for all sensors of the network since the units are designed to
be cheap to produce for massive deployment and to use little power. Additionally, the strength of
satellite signals can be too weak in some environments. In such cases, one can instead use proximity
information to other nodes and properties of the environment to assign a position to each reading.
In some situations, possible locations of a sensor node are constrained by its environment, i.e., for
WSNs situated in grid-like structures. An algorithm can make use of this by reasoning about the
environment and the possible paths that the mobile nodes may take throughout to decrease the
number of nodes with a known position required to achieve sufficient accuracy.
In this thesis, I investigate a way to effectively determine the sensors’ location within constrained
environments whose topologies can be mapped onto a tree graph. Some reference nodes are present
throughout the environment. The algorithm is best suited for deployments with frequently changing
node positions as the nodes traverse the deployment area. The presented system performs the
localization on a centralized backend server once readings are transmitted. As more data is received,
it emits batches of localized measurement packages. Targeted environments feature links such as
roads or pipes that have a certain length and junctions. The position the system outputs for each
measurement consists of the two junctions connected by the link the node is on and the distance it
is removed from the start junction on the link.
I first present the project in which this research has been embedded, then review related work and
give a quick overview of the functionality and characteristics of WSNs. After that, I introduce and
discuss a novel algorithm for sensor localization. A section containing results obtained in a simulated
environment follows. Finally, the thesis offers a conclusion and possible avenues for future research
into this localization approach.

1.1

Water network monitoring

A possible use case for localization system presented in this thesis is the WaterGridSense 4.0 project.
WaterGridSense 4.0 (WGS) is a joint research & development project of the Complex IT Infrastructure group as well as multiple german research institutions and small businesses. The project aims
to provide monitoring and analytics for urban sewage networks by using a WSN with two classes
of nodes. The first class of nodes consists of devices installed in the drains connected to the sewage
system. These nodes are mounted in the drain pipes and thus remain static. They have a steady
power supply and continuously transmit their data to a centralized backend that runs the analytics
platform.
The second type of sensor is a floating, mobile sensor node that can be inserted into the sewage
1

system at any point to obtain measurements from pipes between two vertical tunnels. These devices
run on battery and roam the network. They cannot directly contact the data center because of their
limited wireless range. Instead, they use deliberately placed gateways that are deployed during the
measurement campaign as a relay to transmit their data every time they make contact with one.
The floating sensor nodes consist of a small micro-controller equipped with a short-range wireless
transceiver and several measurement devices.
The structure of the targeted sewage systems in Berlin and Hamburg equals a tree, i.e., there are
only pipes that branch in with more wastewater. The network eventually merges into a big trunk,
in which there are no loops.

1.2

Problem setup and contributions

The problem adressed in this thesis is the localization of readings mobile nodes created at a specific
time. The WSN has to be deployed in an environment consisting of junctions that optionally feature
stationary nodes with known locations and links of a known length connecting the junctions. The
graph representing the structure of said deployment, as well as the approximate stationary nodes’
wireless radius, has to be known beforehand. There has to be a sink node to which all readings are
transmitted.
The central contribution of this thesis is the Graph-based Localization algorithm that solves this
problem on the sink node for the incoming packages. The algorithm outputs localized reading
packages in batches as it retains the input data until a route that a node took in the environment
can be determined. The algorithm is customizable; this thesis develops and evaluates two optional
features for it. Furthermore, I propose an infrastructure for a WSN that enables it to transmit its
data to a sink in a timely, efficient, and scalable manner.

2
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Background

In this section, I introduce the terminology used throughout this thesis, give an overview of the
basics of Wireless Sensor Networks and then present prior research into localization techniques.
I use the term position to refer to a point in the physical plane where the sensor node is located
whereas location is a more general term. A reference node denotes a node of the sensor network for
which the position is known; the term relay is used interchangeably since a sensor is a reference node
iff it is a relay in our application. An unknown node is a sensor node with an unknown location.
Note that in the context of the algorithm presented in chapter 3.1 a position consists of a start and
destination vertex representing junctions or relays of the deployment area in a graph and a distance
that describes how far from the start vertex the node is currently removed. In the context of this
thesis, a position defined in this way is also represented as a 4-tuple.

2.1

Fundamentals of WSNs

Wireless Sensor Networks have garnered a lot of research interest in the last decade. To start this
section, I will first define the term:
Definition 1 A Wireless Sensor Network is “a network of nodes that cooperatively sense and may
control the environment enabling interaction between persons or computers and the surrounding
environment.” (Buratti et al. 2009, 6870)
Tubaishat and Madria 2003 name another landmark property of WSNs: The energy budget of a node
is typically constrained to minimize the cost of a node and maximize its lifespan. The WSN transmits
its data to a central ‘sink node’ (Tubaishat and Madria 2003). Hierarchical networks like the one
described in section 1.1 often route the communication between the lowest-level sensing nodes and
the sink through a set of higher-level nodes. This behavior introduces another characteristic of WSNs:
they are frequently heterogeneous, which means that the sensors may have different capabilities
(Krishnamachari 2005). The overview Tubaishat and Madria 2003 names some more characteristics
of WSNs: The nodes are usually inexpensive (< 1$) and widely deployed. These properties and the
influence of its not necessarily friendly environment makes the devices error-prone. Krishnamachari
2005 further notes that the memory size of each node is modest and computation may be slow and
expensive.
Buratti et al. 2009 explain that research into WSNs started to evolve from work on ad-hoc networking
in 2001. The critical difference between the two fields is that ad-hoc networking occurs between fullfeatured more sparsely set computer nodes, whereas WSNs are usually densely populated networks
of battery-powered nodes with constrained computing capabilities. Just like in ad-hoc networks,
routing is a significant problem in WSNs (Tubaishat and Madria 2003) since the network structure
is unknown at the start and is subject to change in WSNs with mobile nodes (mobile WSNs). The
choice of routing algorithm may also be informed by the required computational complexity to save
the nodes’ energy.
The nodes of a wireless network may not have unique identifiers at the start of the algorithm so
that an algorithm like ‘Self-organized ID Assignment’ described in Lin, Liu, and Ni 2007 may be
needed. The assigned IDs enable query of individual sensors based on their previous measurements,
3

position assignment, and can support routing. Such systems may be useful in conjunction with the
algorithm presented in this thesis because it requires each node to have a unique identifier.
Researchers are also interested in how to detect and recover faults in a WSN. Souza, Vogt, and
Beigl 2007 provide a survey of the self-monitoring and recovery techniques that nodes can use to
increase the availability of the network as well as replication approaches to provide backup for failed
nodes. Another form of error is a measurement error that can create outliers in the collected dataset.
The paper Zhang, Meratnia, and Havinga 2010 gives an overview of the techniques to detect and
eliminate measurements that are inconsistent with the dataset. The discussed approaches are often
known from the data mining field of machine learning but require adaptation to the distributed data
collection in a WSN.
To maintain the order of incoming measurements, but also to execute some algorithms, including
Time of Arrival-reliant localization, described in section 2.2.2, the clocks of the sensor nodes have
to be synchronized. Sadler and Swami 2006 summarize the methods a WSN can use to achieve this.
They determine that classical synchronization algorithms like NTP are not appropriate for WSNs
due to the power requirements of passive listening. The discussed approaches include synchronization
with the sink node, pairwise synchronization, and synchronization of subsets of nodes.
Rault, Bouabdallah, and Challal 2014 review the research in making a WSN more energy-efficient
by optimizing its radio transmissions and software. The techniques include aggregating data to save
energy by transmitting less to the sink, adaptive sampling rates which vary depending on the rate
of change in the observed environment and duty cycling schemes which enable the sensors to sleep
more often.

2.2

Localization algorithms in WSNs

Location algorithms are relevant in WSNs to assign positions to the recorded measurements. The
position has to be algorithmically determined because deploying a large number of devices rapidly
often means that the individual nodes’ final positions cannot be pre-planned. Because of different
deployment topographies, project requirements, and hardware constraints, different WSNs have
different requirements for a localization algorithm. Therefore, various approaches already exist.
There are generally two ways to determine sensor location: range-based algorithms which use data
from the radio communication device of the sensor about the connectivity to its proxies (Karl and
Willig 2007) and range-free algorithms which do not use any other information from the radio than
binary connectivity (Mao, Fidan, and Anderson 2007). Most algorithms presented here, including
the new approach in section 3.1 use anchors and are thus considered to be anchor-based algorithms.
The last two algorithms in section 2.2.2, however, represent the class of anchor-free algorithms that
do not require any nodes with known positions. Additionally, there is a difference between methods
that can be used on every node independently (i.e., distributed) and those that require to be run
centralized, with all sensor data present.

2.2.1

Range-based algorithms

In primitive range-based algorithms, several reference nodes establish contact to a sensor. They
can then perform triangulation to locate the sensor using either distance or angular information.
Distance-based localization (usually called lateration) means that at least three reference nodes have
to take a distance measurement to the sensor node. The distance reading of each reference node now
becomes the radius of the circle of possible locations of the sensor. The point at which the respective
4
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Figure 2.1: The principle of Time Difference of Arrival based on a graphic in Krishnamachari 2005,
40

circles of all three reference nodes intersect is the position of the sensor (Hightower and Borriello
2001, 2-3).
The implementation challenges of this algorithm are the required reference node density and implementing a method to measure the distance between the reference nodes and the unknown node.
Just using the radio signal strength indicator (RSSI) is possible, since there exists a model for radio
wave propagation (Rappaport 2002):
Pr,dB (d) = Pr,dB (d0 ) − η10 log(

d
)
d0

(2.1)

P denotes the signal strength of a sender at distance d, with a known value for d0 . η represents
the path loss exponent that varies for different environments. In the description of the model by
Krishnamachari 2005 a variable Xσ,dB denoting a “log-normal random variable with variance σ 2
that accounts for fading effects” is added to the function since a random process can effectively
model this effect.
The findings of Patwari, O’Dea, and Yanwei Wang 2001, however, demonstrate that RSSI distance
measurements do only provide around 1m-accurate location. Karl and Willig 2007 highlight several
other issues with RSSI distance measurements such as non-sufficient calibration of cheap radio
devices and the presence of obstacles.
Another possibility to get the distance between two nodes is time of flight: Here, the relay emits a
signal to the unknown node at a time known to both nodes. The unknown node can then calculate
the distance between it and the reference node and return it if necessary by assuming constant
signal propagation speed. Alternatively, it could return the package to the relay to eliminate the
need for clock synchronization. The relay then assumes symmetric propagation times. Lacking clock
resolution is the main reason why this method is not commonly applied for radio signals. Their
propagation speed is so high that minor differences between the clocks of sender and receiver already
cause significant errors (Hightower and Borriello 2001).
The third common way to solve this problem is using the Time difference of arrival discussed in
Krishnamachari 2005, 39-40: The nodes now have an ultrasonic transmitter in addition to their radio
device. The relay emits a pair of radio signal and ultrasonic pulse to an unknown node first. The
node then measures the time between the arrival of the radio and the ultrasonic signal and calculates
its distance by applying that time interval as the time of flight for the ultrasonic pulse. It dismisses
the time that the radio signal transmission took because it is orders of magnitude smaller than the
sound transmission speeds. Figure 2.1 illustrates this method. Ward, Jones, and Hopper 1997 use
5

this technique to enhance the Active Bade system outlined in section 2.2.2 with ultrasonic-enabled
portable transceivers.
Usually, environments that use angulation feature a high density of reference nodes. With these
redundant measurements, the problem can be expressed as a least-square optimization to reduce
inaccuracies derived from measurement errors as described by Dag and Arsan 2018.
In fact, not only the unknown nodes can use lateration to obtain their position from the reference
nodes, the reference nodes themselves are using the technique when connecting to a Global Navigation Satellite System like GPS. Each of the satellites regularly broadcasts its current clock time.
The time of flight is used to perform lateration, but due to the high clock accuracy needed, a fourth
satellite is required to resolve for the unknown time (Dawoud 2012, 1).
Using angulation instead of lateration is helpful to reduce active participation of the unknown nodes.
As described by Hightower and Borriello 2001, 5-6, this procedure uses angles from two reference
nodes to the unknown node to localize it using trigonometry by considering the known distance
of the reference nodes. The reference nodes may use a rotating, directional antenna searching for
sensor node contacts to get these angles. The reference node can then assign an antenna angle to
this contact. The main drawback is the necessity of the dedicated angulation hardware.
There exists a range-based statistical technique in Parker and Langendoen 2004 for localization
in WSNs with mobile reference nodes. The approach works by using rectangular bounding boxes
for the locations of the sensor. At the start, the bounding boxes of each sensor span the whole
deployment area. If a sensor node has acquired contact to some reference nodes, it then proceeds
to intersect the boxes in which their signal can be picked up with their bounding boxes. Once the
positions of at least two reference nodes have been acquired, it assigns a probability to the positions
within the new bounding box. This probability is a constant multiplied with a normal distribution
with its mean set at the RSSI-estimated distance from the reference node. The algorithm returns
the location with the highest probability. This probability now becomes the certainty of the node.
If that certainty exceeds a threshold, the node starts acting like a reference node itself.

2.2.2

Range-free algorithms

Range-free algorithms eliminate the need for extra hardware. One of the most straightforward techniques particularly suited for dense networks is the Centroid algorithm as discussed in Singh and
Sharma 2015, 12: The position of an unknown sensor is calculated to be the centroid of the position
of all visible reference nodes. That means that if the number of visible reference nodes is one, the
algorithm sets the unknown node’s position equal to the sole reference location.
Another simple range-free approach is the Active Badge system pioneered by Want et al. 1992. They
use several batches that contain a transmitter which periodically emits a beacon signal. Each room
in the indoor deployment area features a ceiling-mounted receiver which assigns the nodes whose
beacon it received the current room as a location.
A more advanced technique described by Krishnamachari 2005, 35-37 is employing geometric constraints. Here, the shape of the region from which a reference nodes’ signal is visible is used to
refine the location data. For each unknown sensor, the system intersects the shapes of the regions
where the beacons of received nodes are visible. The resulting set of positions is the location of the
unknown node.
Tthe Approximate point in triangle (APIT) algorithm of He et al. 2003 pursues a similar approach.
They partition the regions of the deployment area by spanning triangles of three reference node
positions each over it. The algorithm then works by intersecting all the triangles which contain
6

a sensor node. The difficulty lies in detecting in which of these triangles a sensor node is. The
paper proposes an algorithm to determine this for densely populated networks: “If no neighbor of
[the unknown node] M is further from/closer to all three anchors A, B and C simultaneously, M
assumes that it is inside triangle △ABC. Otherwise, M assumes it resides outside this triangle.”
(He et al. 2003, 84).
Ray et al. 2004 propose the ID-CODE algorithm that marries proximity data with graph theory
techniques. To execute their algorithm, chose a set of arbitrary positions for the whole network.
Then create a connectivity graph G = (V, E) using these positions as vertices, such that there exists
an edge between two vertices iff nodes placed at each of these vertices could receive each other’s
signal. Then, choose a subset C of vertices such that the relation 2.2 holds. N (v) returns the vertices
that v has an edge to and is also called that vertex’ ball.
∀v ∈ V.∀g ∈ V.v ̸= g ↔ N (v) ∩ C ̸= N (g) ∩ C

(2.2)

C is then called an identifying set and I(v) = N (v) ∩ C is the identifying code of v. Since every node
has a unique identifying code, a simple lookup table for wireless contacts mapped to the position
regions can be used on each sensor node to determine its position swiftly. The paper proposes an
algorithm to identify an irreducible identifying set. The approach can only be used if the graph is
distinguishable. Ray et al. 2004, 1019 assert that “one must merely check that there are no two
vertices with the same ball” to determine if that property holds.
Maritime navigators developed and used the Dead reckoning technique. It uses a reference location
and information about velocity and heading to estimate the current position. Kuang, Niu, and
Chen 2018 appropriate the method for Inertial measurement units found in mobile phones and
other devices. Given an initial position, velocity, and orientation, they can locate the device with
a maximum error of 4m on an 80m parcours. Rashid and Turuk 2015 apply dead reckoning to a
WSN in which all nodes are mobile. Their solution employs checkpoints that occur periodically for
the whole system, thus necessitating clock synchronization. During these checkpoints, every sensor
that has determined its location broadcasts it. Uninitialized sensors perform trilateration with that
information to obtain a starting position. They then use their velocity data to do lateration at
the next checkpoint using only two reference positions. The unknown node picks between the two
resulting possible locations by minimizing a correctness term that depends on its previous velocity.
This use of trilateration introduces a range-based technique in an otherwise range-free dead reckoning
localization method. Both described techniques share a drawback with range-based techniques: They
need additional hardware to gather the required information about their movement.
Scene analysis is another type of range-free localization solutions, that “use features of a scene observed from a particular vantage point to draw conclusions about the location of the observer or of
objects in the scene” (Hightower and Borriello 2001, 6). Some algorithms use a camera to record images, simplify them, and match them with a database of references. Usage of deep learning methods
like in the paper of Arandjelovic et al. 2016 can turn the camera into a tool to perform symbolical
location (e.g., which room) lookup for many environments. Another scene analysis approach can
be to use the RSSI data to create a database of what characteristics a signal from a particular
location has to the relay nodes, as Bahl and Padmanabhan 2000 did. They use an offline measurement phase during which someone brings a mobile node to several positions. The relays receive its
signal-to-noise ratio, signal strength, and coordinate and directionality annotations. The unknown
nodes in the online system are localized by fetching some of the best matches to the received signal
characteristics from the database. These matches’ positions are then averaged to obtain the node
position. The method achieves 2-3m accuracy.
The structure of densely populated WSNs is leveraged by Niculescu and Nath 2001 in their DV7

Hop scheme. Every reference node first propagates its position to all its neighbors. The receivers
retransmit this position to their neighbors with the hop-count of that package incremented by one,
thus flooding the network with information about the reference nodes’ positions. Once a reference
node has learned about the position to another such node and the number of hops between them,
it can issue a correction term that enables the unknown nodes to calculate an average hop distance
and therefore estimate their distance from each reference node. They can perform trilateration after
they obtained data for three reference nodes. If there is data about more than three reference nodes,
the nodes discard the packages with a higher hop-count. The distance to the neighboring nodes can
also be estimated using a range-based RSSI measurement. Another approach outlined in the paper
is using the distance to and between two neighbors, distance to the reference node, and the two
neighbors’ estimates for that distance. With these five distances of the quadrilateral known, a node
can calculate the sixth (between the unknown node and the reference node).
In Robotics, Monte Carlo methods (statistically driven algorithms for which a non-zero chance for a
wrong result) for localization exist. Hu and Evans 2004 adapt this approach for WSNs with mobile
nodes. The method starts with a random sample of locations for each node. Then, in each step,
there is a prediction and a filtering stage. During the prediction stage, a new set of locations for
that node is built. For each previous position, a new position is drawn at random from the disk
centering on the previous location with the maximum speed as its radius. The filtering step discards
the positions that are impossible given that steps observations. The algorithm accomplishes this
by reasoning about the positions of the reference nodes. If they have started receiving a reference
node, they can safely discard positions removed any farther from the reference node’s position than
its maximum wireless range r radius. Similarly, if they do not receive a reference node, but their
neighbors do, they assume that their distance is in the interval ]r; 2r[. The position estimate at each
step is the averaged position from the set.
Baggio and Langendoen 2008 build on this paper with their Monte Carlo location boxed (MCB)
scheme. They use rectangular boxes instead of circles to approximate the radio range of each node.
Before the prediction phase of each step, they first build the anchor box, which is the box a sensor
node has to be in to hear all the reference nodes that it has heard. They then for each old position
constrain that box further by requiring that all positions within it are reachable from that previous
position. Then the prediction is performed, and the subsequent filtering step eliminates all positions
where an uncontacted reference node should be visible.
If there are no reference nodes at all in the WSN, the nodes can solve a problem of graph embedding
to determine their position in a virtual coordinate system that approximates the relative locations to
each other that the nodes all have using the technique of Rao et al. 2003. A node first sends an initial
message that the receivers flood through the whole network. The other nodes try to determine if they
are at the physical perimeter (if they are perimeter nodes) of the network by determining if they have
the largest hop distance to the initial origin of the message amongst their two-hop neighbors. The
perimeter nodes then announce themselves to the network and save the hop distance to each other
perimeter nodes. They then use triangulation to determine all perimeter node positions. Finally, the
other nodes set their position to the average of the positions of their neighbors repeatedly, until the
system converges.
Another approach in this scenario is to use Anchor Free Localization proposed by Priyantha et
al. 2003. They try to find a graph embedding of the connectivity graph of the WSN that most
resembles the graph embedding that uses the sensor nodes actual positions. To do that, they try to
find a fold-free embedding first and then do a mass-spring optimization (the edges are simulated to
act like springs between their two attached vertices). The first step seeks to avoid local minima in
the optimization that often occur when components of the graph are ‘folded’ over each other.
8

3

Method

This section describes the main contribution of my thesis. I propose a system that assigns position
estimates to node reading packages in a WSN with mobile nodes. The system leverages the mobility
of nodes, their proximity relations, and the structure of the environment they traverse. Processing
of reading packages is centralized and occurs as the network transmitted them to the sink. The
foundational algorithm for the system described in section 3.1 is called Graph-based Localization
(GRAL).
GRAL requires that the WSN’s environment has a known structure of links and junctions. With the
junctions as vertices and the links between them as edges in a weighted graph (environment graph),
said graph has to be a tree. Figure 3.1 shows an example of an environment graph. The weight of
each edge has to correspond to the physical length of the corresponding link. The identifiers should
especially allow discriminating between mobile nodes and relays based on it alone. All nodes of the
network shall be uniquely identifiable and broadcast their identifiers to their neighbors. The unknown
nodes shall traverse the deployment area. They directly or indirectly transmit their readings to a
single sink node. These transmissions need not occur immediately after the sensing node saved its
current measurements but when convenient. The readings, bundled with a timestamp and a list of
other nodes contacted (featuring identifier of the node and its RSSI) shall be called a package. The
timestamps of the transmitted packages have to be non-decreasing. Packages do not have to have
the same temporal distance to one another. The system shall include reference nodes that remain
stationary. The environment graph models location of a reference node by including a vertex that
splits the link edge the node is on in two if it is not already on a junction. An estimation for the
wireless coverage radius of each relay has to be known.

3.1

Algorithm

The basic idea behind GRAL is to put the packages that a mobile node emits into epochs that
share distinct characteristics. For each epoch, the average speed is calculated based on the first
and last packages’ timestamps and the traveled distance derived from the environment graph’s edge
weights. GRAL returns a list of localized packages as soon as it has enough information to determine
the start and destination vertices of a movement as well as a final position. The returned position
Junction, no relay

Junction, relay
No junction,
no relay

No junction, relay

Figure 3.1: Exemplary environment graph with junctions and relays as vertices
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Figure 3.2: Epochs created for a single node moving from a relay to another

structures containing a start and end vertex and the distance the sensor is removed from the start
can be mapped onto the real, geographical positions easily by an external system if necessary. The
saved packages are evicted from memory once the system has determined their positions; only a
final position gets saved.
The epochs are assigned one of these types: RELAY_APPROACH (the node approaches a relay; invariant
3.2), RELAY_WITHDRAWAL (the node withdraws from a relay; invariant 3.3) and VOYAGE (the node has
no relay contacts; invariant 3.4). In the simplest scenario of a single mobile node traversing the
environment, the invariants dictate the number and sequence of epochs, as illustrated in figure 3.2.
In the following propositions, I denotes the set of package indices of the respective epoch, and pi
is the package at index i. R is the set of relays in the system, c is a function that returns a set
of contacted nodes for each package, RSSIp is a function that returns the RSSI for a node in the
package p and identifier returns the identifier of a node.
(
)
ri = max c(pi ) ∩ R
RSSI

(3.1)

The variable ri helps formulating the propositions 3.2 and 3.3 by containing the relay with the strongest
RSSI from epoch i.

[
∀i ∈ I. i = 0 ∨ RSSIpi (ri ) > RSSIpi−1 (ri−1 ) ∧
]
identifier (ri ) = identifier (ri−1 )

(3.2)

For all considered packages, the RSSI regarding the connection to the strongest relay node is greater
than in the preceeding package (if that exists). The strongest relay node remains constant across all
packages.

[
∀i ∈ I. i = 0 ∨ RSSIpi (ri ) ≤ RSSIpi−1 (ri−1 ) ∧
]
identifier (ri ) = identifier (ri−1 )

(3.3)

For all considered packages, the RSSI regarding the connection to the strongest relay node is lower or
equal than in the preceeding package (if that exists). The strongest relay node remains constant across
all packages.

∀i ∈ I. c(pi ) ∩ R = ∅
None of the considered packages contain records of wireless contacts to a relay.
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(3.4)

Consequently, incoming packages are added to the latest epoch if that keeps the invariant valid
or assigned to a new epoch if the constraints changed. There is a case distinction for assigning an
epoch to a package that arrives if there are no previous packages: If there is a contact to a relay a
new epoch of the type RELAY_WITHDRAWAL is created for the package. We choose this type because
reaching the position of a relay triggers the processing and eviction of previous packages. Since the
sensor has been at the relay’s position, it can now only withdraw.
Enabling the checkpoint option enriches the data by using information about encounters with other
unknown nodes. When processing an epoch’s packages, a checkpoint is added to encountered nodes if
they did not yet send packages of or after that moment themselves. There will only be one checkpoint
added to another node per epoch – the algorithm selects the wireless contact with the highest RSSI.
The checkpoint is a position with a timestamp and the identifier of the issuing node attached. When
the encountered node reaches a relay and starts to transmit its packages, GRAL creates a new epoch
for each package with a later timestamp than that of the checkpoint. The ending position of the
previous epoch will is now the checkpoint. The checkpoint deletes itself from the node after usage.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the process.
This mechanism principally aids with nodes that overtake each other. This maneuver may seem
unlikely in scenarios like water monitoring described in section 1.1 since one could intuitively assume
that flow speed across a single pipe is approximately constant at any moment in time. The HagenPoiseuille equation, however, actually suggests that in every single pipe, a liquid is fastest in its
center while the velocity approaches zero at the walls of the pipe due to viscosity (Haug 2006).
Another important mechanism that can be triggered by encountering another node is path rectification. The basic idea is to place lower bounds on the positions where nodes encounter one another by
using information of where they have been before and where the earliest shared vertex on their route
may be. If a node a arrives at a relay rf with information about encountering another node b, the
algorithm checks at which relay rb node b has been last. If the path from rb to rf did not contain all
edges that the path from a’s original relay ra to rf has (refer to proposition 3.5 where path returns
a list of edges between two vertices), the earliest shared vertex vc (confluence vertex; see proposition
3.7) is calculated. If the position estimation process yields a position for the encounter which is before vc on a’s path to rf like described in proposition 3.8, the algorithm splits the respective epoch
of a into two with the encounter as the last package of the first epoch with its ending position set to
vc . The function s returns the start vertex of an edge, and the function encounterEdge returns the
environment graph edge on which two nodes have encountered each other last, according to naïve
linear interpolation.
¬(path(ra , rf ) ⊆ path(rb , rf ))

(3.5)

The path from rb to rf does not contain the path from ra to rf .

pathStartNodes(va , vb ) = {s(f ) | f ∈ path(va , vb )}

(3.6)

This helper function for proposition 3.7 returns the nodes on the path from va (inclusive) to vb (exclusive).
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∃vc ∈ V.¬∃vn ∈ V. vc ̸= vn ∧ vc ∈ pathStartNodes(ra , rf ) ∧
vc ∈ pathStartNodes(rb , rf ) ∧ vn ∈ pathStartNodes(ra , rf ) ∧
vn ∈ pathStartNodes(rb , rf ) ∧
|pathStartNodes(vc , rf )| < |pathStartNodes(vn , rf )|

(3.7)

This proposition defines vc as the earliest node that is contained both in the paths from ra and rb to
rf .

∃i ∈ N.∃j ∈ N. i < j ∧ s(path(ra , rf )j ) = vc ∧
encounterEdge(a, b) = path(ra , rf )i

(3.8)

The edge on which the calculated encounter position of a and b lies preceeds the edge which starts at
vc within the path from ra to rf

The following paragraphs explain the exact sequence of actions in GRAL in greater detail.
For each new package, a routine named feed is called (compare algorithm 1). It starts by registering
previously unknown sensors in its persistent memory.
If the node has encountered a relay and its RSSI has fallen since the last package, set the contact’s
direction to WITHDRAWAL.
Look for the latest epoch that is not of the type VOYAGE before the possible multiple epochs of the type
RELAY_WITHDRAWAL at the recent end of the epoch list. If that epoch is of the type RELAY_APPROACH,
attempt to locate the packages and return early with a list of packages that got their position
assigned.
If the relay’s RSSI has instead risen since the last package, set the contact’s direction to APPROACH,
except if there were no last packages, then set it to WITHDRAWAL.
If the RSSI of the closest relay plus a tolerance constant matches or exceeds the highest RSSI ever
measured for a relay, perform the steps outlined in this paragraph. If the last non-VOYAGE epoch
was a RELAY_APPROACH one, add the package to a RELAY_APPROACH epoch and attempt to locate
the packages and return early with a list of packages that got their position assigned. In the case
that such epoch does not exist, try to add the package anyways. If the type of the epoch added by
addToEpochs (see below) turns out to be RELAY_APPROACH, try to localize the packages and return
that list.
Add the package to an epoch of matching type for that sensor. Also, try to localize and return
if the actual type of the created epoch is RELAY_APPROACH and there was non-VOYAGE epoch previously or if the type is RELAY_WITHDRAWAL, and the most recent non-VOYAGE epoch had the type
RELAY_APPROACH.
If finally there has no relay contact at all, return an empty list.
The addToEpochs(p, t) method from algorithm 1 adds p to the most recent epoch if it is of the
specified type and creates a new one otherwise. It returns the type of the created epoch. If, however,
the epoch is not of the type VOYAGE and the previous non-VOYAGE epoch has the same relay as the
strongest contact, it merges all of the packages of the epochs after that into a new epoch of the
type RELAY_WITHDRAWAL, with p as the most recent package. It will also create a new epoch, if there
is a checkpoint for the with its timestamp t ∈]mostRecentEpoch.start; p.timestamp[. The method
moves the packages that have a timestamp that is greater than the checkpoints’ timestamp to a
new epoch of the same time. It sets the old epochs’ end position to the checkpoint’s position. The
most recent package of the newly created epoch is p. Only the most recent checkpoint in the interval
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Data: A package p with an identifier id, a list of encountered nodes and a timestamp
Result: A list of localized packages of that sensor
1

sensor ← nodeForId(p.id);

2

relayContactList ← {c | c ∈ p.contacts ∧ c is a relay};

3

maxSignal ← max(max({c.RSSI | c ∈ p.contacts}), maxSignal);

4

foreach relayContact ∈ relayContactList do

5
6

if contact for relayContact.id ∈
/ sensor.previousP ackage then
Set relayContact.direction to APPROACH if sensor.previousP ackage is set, else use
WITHDRAWAL;

7

else
Set relayContact.direction to WITHDRAWAL or APPROACH w.r.t.

8

sensor.previousP ackage and propositions 3.2, 3.3;
9
10

end
if relayContact.direction = WITHDRAWAL then
if latest epoch not of type VOYAGE before the latest epoch that is not of type

11

RELAY_WITHDRAWAL has type RELAY_APPROACH then
12

sensor.addToEpochs(p, RELAY_WITHDRAWAL);

13

return tryLocatePackages(sensor);
end

14
15

end

16

end

17

if |relayContactList| > 0 then

18

if relayContactList.strongestContact + tolerance ≥ maxSignal then
if there is an epoch e with e.type ̸= VOYAGE and the latest matching epoch is of the

19

type RELAY_APPROACH then
sensor.addToEpochs(p, epoch type for

20

relayContactList.strongestContact.direction);
return tryLocatePackages(sensor);

21

else if e does not exist and s.addToEpochs(p, RELAY_APPROACH) yields

22

RELAY_APPROACH then
return tryLocatePackages(sensor);

23

end

24
25

end

26

latestRelevant ← latest epoch for which type ̸= VOYAGE;

27

type ← sensor.addToEpochs(p, epoch type for
relayContactList.strongestContact.direction);

28

if type = RELAY_WITHDRAWAL ∧ latestRelevant.type = RELAY_APPROACH then
return tryLocatePackages(sensor);

29
30

else if type = RELAY_APPROACH ∧ latestRelevant is set then
return tryLocatePackages(sensor, |epochs| − 1);

31
32
33
34

end
else
sensor.addToEpochs(p, VOYAGE);

35

end

36

return empty list;
Algorithm 1: feed – Called for each new package
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described above is used in this process. nodeForId(id) fetches the structure for the node with the
identifier id out of the persistent memory.
The tryLocatePackages (algorithm 2) routine tries to assign positions to all of the epoch packages
of a node where possible.
If the earliest non-VOYAGE epoch of a sensor is of the type RELAY_APPROACH and has only one package,
then set the type to RELAY_WITHDRAWAL if the subsequent epoch is a VOYAGE epoch, otherwise, check
if the subsequent epoch has contact to the relay with the highest RSSI in this epoch. If so, put its
package into the subsequent epoch and delete it.
For every epoch, try to calculate the positions of the packages in the epoch. The subroutine may
return a signal that prompts an early return that may include a list of packages with assigned
positions. Then, find the package that contains the strongest RSSI for any other received nodes
during that epoch. If the epoch type is VOYAGE, the contacted sensor has been at a relay before the
contact occurred, and the starting relay for the positions in the epoch is set, then go and find the
earliest graph vertex at which the routes of the two nodes could have joined each other. Calculate
the distance between this epoch’s starting relay and the shared vertex. If the previously calculated
package position is smaller than that distance, split the epoch into two with the package where the
contact with the highest RSSI occurred as the end of the first of the two new epochs. The operation
is, however, only performed if the new epoch would have some packages. The end position of the
first of the two newly separated epochs is set to be the calculated distance to the first shared vertex.
Proceed to recalculate the positions of the packages in the first epoch.
Furthermore, for all contacted sensors, a rendezvous should be added to them if the package which
contains the strongest RSSI for that sensor during the epoch has all fields of its position set and the
path between the last relay the contact has been at and the current edge destination contains the
edge of the epoch.
The next(e) method from algorithm 2 called on a set returns the element that comes after e from
itself. The prepend(e) method of a collection inserts e at index 0, similarly remove(e) removes e
from the collection and getIndex(e) returns the index of e. getEarliestSharedNode(node, position)
returns the confluence node vc as defined in equation 3.7 for node as rb , position.start as ra and
position.destination as rf . getDistance(na , nb ) returns the sum of the edge weights on the shortest
path between the two argument nodes. graphEdgePosition(position) returns a position that is
equivalent to its argument but for which an edge with the same start and end vertices exists and
with the distances adjusted accordingly. pathContains(start, dest, edgeP os) returns a boolean
that describes whether the path form start to dest contains the edge described by edgeP os. The
addRendezVous(checkpoint) method adds a checkpoint to its sensor if the checkpoint occurred after
the most recent package positions have been determined. mergeAndClearEpochs(sensor, i) returns
the concatenated list of the sensor’s epochs’ packages up until the epoch with the index i. It sets
the last known position of the sensor to the last returned package’s position, the processed epochs
are removed from the sensor.
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Figure 3.3: Checkpoint creation on a single edge
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Data: A sensor s and an optional index maxIndex to determine which epochs are
processed
Result: A list of localized packages of that sensor
1

epochs ← s.epochs;

2

if for the earliest epoch e: e.type ̸= VOYAGE then

3

if |e.packages| = 1 ∧ e.type = RELAY_APPROACH then
if epochs.next(e).type = VOYAGE then

4

e.type ← RELAY_WITHDRAWAL;

5

else if epochs.next(e).contacts contains contacts to the relay of this epoch then

6
7

epochs.next(e).packages.prepend(e.packages);

8

epochs.remove(e);
end

9
10

end

11

end

12

foreach epoch ∈ epochs where getIndex(epoch) < maxIndex do

13

result ← tryCalculateEpochPositions(s, epochs.getIndex(epoch));

14

if some result then return result;

15

foreach contactedSensor ∈ {nodeForId(d.id) | d ∈ epoch.strongestContacts} do
positionDuringContact ←

16

epoch.strongestContacts[contactedSensor.id].position;
if epoch.type = VOYAGE and contactedSensor has been at a relay before the

17

contact occurred and positionDuringContact.start is set and Path
Rectification is enabled then
earliestConf luence ←

18

getEarliestSharedNode(contactedSensor.lastRelay, positionDuringContact);
distanceT oConf luence ←

19

getDistance(positionDuringContact.start, earliestConfluence);
if positionDuringContact.distanceT raveled < distanceT oConf luence then

20

split epoch ∈ epochs into two with

21

epoch.strongestContacts[contactedSensor.id] as the last package of the
first one and the endP osition set to distanceT oConf luence;
if new epoch has |packages| > 0 then

22
23

Insert new epoch into sensor epoch list after the original one;

24

tryCalculateEpochPositions(s, epochs.getIndex(epoch));

25

maxIndex ← maxIndex + 1;
end

26

end

27
28

end

29

if positionDuringContact has start and end set and checkpoints are enabled
then

30

edgeP osition ← graphEdgePosition(positionDuringContact);

31

lastRelay ← last contacted relay of s;

32

if pathContains(lastRelay, edgeP osition.end, edgeP osition) then
contactedSensor.addRendezVous(graphEdgePosition(positionDuringContact),

33

s, epoch.strongestContacts[contactedSensor.id].timestamp);
end

34

end

35
36
37
38

end
end
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return mergeAndClearEpochs(s, min(maxIndex, epochs.size − 1));

Finally, the tryCalculateEpochPositions tries to localize packages for a single epoch in a sensor
(algorithm 3).
The routine determines the distance traveled during the epoch and the starting position depending
on the epoch time. With this information, it calls the setPackagePositions routine of the epoch
and returns.
• If the epoch is of the type VOYAGE:
Determine the next relay contact by searching for the first subsequent epoch with such contact.
If that did not yield any result and the end position of the previous epoch is defined, return
mergeEpochPackagesAndClear for up to the current epoch exclusive.
Try to determine the last relay contact as the relay that was the start of the previous epoch.
Also, set the last known position to the end position of the last epoch. If the end position indicates that the node has arrived at its destination, set the last relay to the previous destination
and the last known position to the start of the way from the last relay to the next relay.
If the last relay was not found using the instructions from the previous paragraph, try to use
the destination of the last known position of the sensor. If that too failed and the next relay
contact is set, set the position of all packages of the epoch to have an unknown start, next
relay as destination and zero of an infinite distance traveled and return early with no value.
In the case that neither the last nor the next relay could be found, an empty list is returned.
Set the total distance to the distance between the last and the next relay. Determine the
location of the node on a link edge by setting it to the traveled distance of the last known
position if the start and endpoints are identical to the previous and next relay, else set it to
zero.
If there is a path between the last and the next relay that contains start and end of the set
end position of the epoch, calculate the distance from the start to that position as this epochs
distance span, otherwise set it to the distance between the start and the border of the next
relay’s reception radius.
The starting position is set to be a new position with previous and next relays as the startand endpoints, the previously calculated starting position on the edge as the traveled distance
and the calculated total distance.
• If the epoch is not of the type VOYAGE: Get the relay with the strongest RSSI from any
package of the epoch as this epoch’s relay. Try to determine the last relay by looking for the
latest previous epoch with relay contacts. If that fails, set the last relay to the destination of
the last known position of the sensor if that does not equal the current contact. In that case,
use the start of the last known position as the previous relay.
Try to determine the next relay by looking for the earliest of the subsequent epochs with relay
contacts.
– If the epoch is of the type RELAY_APPROACH:
If the epoch’s end position is set, look at whether the start relay of the end position is the relay with the highest RSSI in this epoch. If so, convert the epoch type
to RELAY_WITHDRAWAL and return the result of another call of this method, unless this
is already a recursive call, then return nothing. Otherwise, set the previous relay to the
start relay of the epoch’s end position.
In the case that the previous relay is defined, set the total distance to the distance between
it and this epoch’s relay. Set the starting position to a new position with the previous
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relay and this epoch’s relay as start and destination, the traveled distance as zero and
the calculated total distance. Otherwise, set each package’s position to the next relay
and this epoch’s relay as start and destination, with the distance as zero and the total
distance as their respective distance if the next relay is set. Return early with no value.
If both the next and the last relay are unset, return an empty list.
– If the epoch is of the type RELAY_WITHDRAWAL:
Similarly to the first case, we look at the end position of the epoch. If its end position is
set, look at whether the destination relay of the end position is the strongest relay of this
epoch. If so, convert the epoch type to RELAY_APPROACH and return the result of another
call of this method, unless this is already a recursive call, then return nothing. Otherwise,
set the next relay to the destination relay of the epoch’s end position.
If the next relay is undefined and this is not the sensor’s first unevaluated epoch, return
the value of the sensor’s mergeEpochPackagesAndClear procedure. If the next relay is
undefined and this is the first unevaluated epoch, return an empty list.
Set the total distance to the distance between this epoch’s relay and the next relay. Set
the starting position to this epoch’s relay and the next relay as start and destination,
distance as zero and their total distance. Set the distance to the radius of this epoch’s
relay.
applyPositionToEndpoints(position, idva , idvb ) acts as the inverse of graphEdgePosition in that
it returns a position equivalent to its first argument with va as the start node and vb as the end node.
setPackagePositions(start, distance) finally sets the packages of its epoch to the corresponding
positions by linearly interpolating positions using the last packages timestamp and the previous
epoch’s end time as the duration parameter. The distance parameter sets the distance traveled
from start to end of that epoch, and start sets the initial position.
I consider GRAL to be range-free since it does not use the RSSI to perform position estimation;
instead, it uses preloaded data about the environment and the characteristics to do that. The
RSSI, which the implementor can substitute for any other proximity indicator, is only used to
determine the qualitative difference of increasing or decreasing proximity. The method is centralized
because otherwise, extensive information exchange between mobile nodes, preloading them with the
environment graph, and executing graph algorithms on them would be necessary. Adding checkpoints
to a node to which there is no more contact would be hard in a distributed setting. A centralized
backend is thus better suited for this approach.
A reference implementation of GRAL can be obtained at https://github.com/reknih/GRAL.

3.2

System architecture

The system needs supporting infrastructure in the actual WSN to be able to transmit all of its data
to the backend running GRAL. The nodes all record their measurement packages and transmit them
if a relay is visible or store them for later transmission. There is binary storage as well as a transport
format to save memory on the nodes. The nodes use the MQTT protocol (Banks and Gupta 2014)
to send their collected packages to relays. The nodes send each package in a dedicated message to
the message queue. The system uses MQTT on the relays, and mobile nodes since the protocol is
lightweight and designed for Internet of Things use cases with slow connection speeds.
The relays use a WAN wireless technology like LoraWAN to push their messages to the centralized
backend. There, a bridge program feeds the received messages into an Apache Kafka message broker
running atop of Apache Zookeeper. An Apache Flink application listens to a Kafka topic and
decodes the incoming data to Java objects that inherit GRAL’s package type. The Flink application
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executes GRAL with these packages, as part of a FlatMap. It proceeds to output a JSON object
string for each localized package. A client application may now use this output of the Flink job.
The system additionally includes a distributed file system in which it saves all processed data for
archival purposes. All of the applications on the backend will be containerized separately to make
deployment more manageable and to prepare for upscaling of the solution.
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Data: A sensor s and a index i of one of its epochs as well as whether it is called recursively
Result: A list of localized packages of that sensor to signal a premature stop or nothing
1

epoch ← s.epochs[i];

2

define distance, startingP osition;

3

if epoch.type = VOYAGE then

4

strongestF utureContact ← first relay r seen ∈ {e.contacts | e ∈ s.epochs ∧ index of e >
i};

5
6

if strongestF utureContact not set then
if s.epochs[i − 1].endP osition is set then
return mergeAndClearEpochs(s, i);

7
8

end

9

return empty list;

10

end

11

Determine lastId (id of last contacted relay) and lastKnownP osition from
s.epochs[i − 1].endP osition or s.lastP osition;

12

if lastKnownP osition or lastId could not be determined and strongestF utureContact
is set then

13

foreach package p ∈ epoch.packages do
p.position ← (unset, strongestF utureContact, 0, +∞);

14
15

end

16

return nothing;

17
18

else
return empty list;

19

end

20

totalDistance ← getDistance(lastId, strongestFutureContact.id);

21
22

alreadyGoneDistance ← 0;
if lastKnownP osition.start = lastId ∧ lastKnownP osition.destination =
strongestF utureContact then

23

alreadyGoneDistance ← lastKnownP osition.distanceT raveled;

24

end

25

if there is a path between strongestLastContact and strongestF utureContact that
contains epoch.endP osition’s start and end then

26

distance ← applyPositionToEndpoints(epoch.endPosition, lastId,
strongestFutureContact).distanceT raveled − alreadyGoneDistance;

27
28

else
distance ←
totalDistance − (alreadyGoneDistance + strongestF utureContact.radius);

29

end

30

startingP osition ←
(nodeForId(lastId), strongestF utureContact, alreadyGoneDistance, totalDistance);
/* Contiunation in algorithm 4 -- See there for non-VOYAGE cases and
final instructions
Algorithm 3: tryCalculateEpochPositions – Assigns positions to packages
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*/

/* Contiunation of algorithm 3 -- See there for VOYAGE case

*/

else

31
32

strongestContact ← nodeForId((maxRSSI (epoch[latest].contacts)).id);

33

distance ← strongestContact.radius; totalDistance ← 0;

34

Define prevRelay as the relay the node came from using the previous epochs or

35

nextRelay ← first relay seen ∈ {e.contacts | e ∈ s.epochs ∧ index of e > i};

36

if epoch.type = RELAY_APPROACH then

s.lastP osition;

if epoch.endP osition is set then

37

if epoch.endP osition.start = strongestContact then

38

if this is not a recursed call then

39
40

epoch.type ← RELAY_WITHDRAWAL;

41

return tryCalculateEpochPositions(s, i, recursed = true);

42

end

43

return nothing;
else

44

prevRelay ← epoch.endP osition.start;

45

end

46
47

end

48

if prevRelay is set then
startingP osition ← (prevRelay, strongestContact, totalDistance −

49

strongestContact.radius, getDistance(prevRelay, strongestContact));
else if nextRelay is set then

50

startingP osition ←

51

(strongestContact, nextRelay, 0, getDistance(strongestContact, nextRelay));
else

52

return empty list;

53

end

54
55

else
if epoch.endP osition is set then

56

/* Analogous to lines 38-46 with types swapped and considering
*/
destination instead of start
57

end

58

if nextRelay is not set then

60

if i > 0 then
return mergeAndClearEpochs(s, i);

61

end

62

return empty list;

59

end
startingP osition ←

63
64

(strongestContact, nextRelay, 0, getDistance(strongestContact, nextRelay));
distance ← strongestContact.radius;

65
66

end

67

end

68

epoch.setPackagePositions(distance, startingP osition);

69

return nothing;
Algorithm 4: tryCalculateEpochPositions (cont’d) – Assigns positions to packages
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4

Results

In order to determine the performance of GRAL in various situations, I evaluated it by generating
several datasets of the paths of nodes and their wireless contacts, each of which contains 200 instances. These test sets were built using a mock sensor node implemented in Rust. It discriminates
between normal nodes and relays in its simulated wireless neighbourhood and saves regularly created packages until it can connect to a relay and send its backlog. An environment server keeps
track of the nodes by using a time-discrete step based simulation in which, at each step, it updates
the positions of all mobile nodes by adding a constant and a noise term 2 · (−1)X for which X is
of uniform distribution in [0; 2[. The nodes draw their mock sensor values from this server. It also
acts as the radio device of the node by transmitting which other nodes are within wireless range.
For each of them, the environment server calculates an RSSI-like strength indicator and sends it to
the node.
The GRAL Java reference implementation was then fed the packages of in each instance in the
order they were transmitted to a simulated relay by the mock sensor node. The radius parameter
√
for each relay was set to 10, which exactly matches the relay radius that the environment server
used. Each dataset was tested using the appropriate environment graph.
For evaluation, I calculated the Root Mean Square Error (RSME) for both each instance (iRSME)
and the complete dataset (dRSME). If appropriate, I evaluated the algorithm with the checkpoint
functionality (algorithm 2, lines 29-34) and path rectification (algorithm 2, lines 15-28) both enabled
and disabled.
In the first dataset, there is one sensor node per instance. There are no multiple possible paths; the
environment consists of an edge with weight 50 from a start to a central relay and another edge of
the same weight from the center to the final relay. The global error is dRSME = 6.596, which is
higher than the error value category that most instances fall in (see figure 4.1).
Figure 4.2 shows instances for which GRAL is notably (un)suited. In 4.2a, we see that the node
stays in the proximity of the first and second relay respectively for a while, creating prolonged and
flat RELAY_WITHDRAWAL epochs. If the sensor is not at a relay, it traverses the environment with a
constant speed that can be matched by the linear approximation between the start- and endpoints
of the VOYAGE epochs. On the contrary, 4.2b shows positional oscillations and turning back for a
while without returning to or arriving at a relay create high errors as there is no info besides the
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of iRSME for a dataset with one sensor node and no junctions
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of iRSME for a dataset with two sensor nodes and no junctions

start- and endpoints in VOYAGE epochs in environments with a single mobile node to improve the
estimations’ accuracy.
In this dataset, I use the same environment but with two sensors at the same time. The second
node starts between zero and four seconds later (randomly chosen per instance) than the first
one. In this dataset, there are instances where the two sensors recorded contact with one another
in several packages. This property being present means that GRAL can use checkpoints in this
dataset. Consequently, figure 4.3 shows the distributions of error for localization with and without
checkpoints. The global error for the former is dRSME = 6.833, for the latter it is dRSME = 6.503.
To see why the error increases with the functionality enabled, consider the two instances in figure
4.4: In 4.4a, the nodes move with relatively few turbulence. At around timestamp 70, the nodes
meet. At this point, without checkpoints, the position of node 665 (orange) would be estimated
slightly too low, whereas the position estimate for node 165 (blue) is relatively precise. Node 165
arrives first at the center relay (red line), so GRAL uses its estimates as the base for the checkpoint
position. The checkpoint thus lifts the curve of node 665, correcting the estimation error.
Conversely, in 4.4d the nodes oscillate during the voyage epoch. Since this behavior causes the positional estimates to be imprecise, the checkpoint position is of low quality. The nodes meet at about
timestamp 120 with the orange node arriving first at the next relay. Its positional estimate ahead
of the actual position by a significant amount, so the checkpoint is accordingly far off. Additionally,
node 103 was relatively steady in its motion, so its estimates were of good quality, aggravating the
error that is introduced by pulling its estimates up to the checkpoint.
The checkpoints can increase or diminish the precision of the algorithm, but the dRSME values
suggest that it is overall detrimental to its performance. However, when checkpoints are turned on,
the measurements that happened in the same area are assigned similar positions, independent of
which node captured them.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of iRSME for a dataset with two sensor nodes and a junction without a relay
in the middle
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The dataset of 4.5 lacks the center relay at position 50 that the other sets have. Instead, it features
a Y-shaped topology: There are two relays, at each of which one sensor node starts its journey.
The two starting relays are connected by an edge of weight 50 to the central junction without a
relay respectively. At that junction, there is another edge to the final relay of the same weight.
Both sensor nodes start at an independent, randomly chosen timestamp between zero and four
seconds after the start of the simulation. In this scenario, path rectification becomes relevant as
nodes may encounter other nodes that did take the same path as them before encountering a
shared relay. Therefore, four error distribution diagrams are provided. One for both checkpoints
and path rectification disabled (dRSME = 10.034), only checkpoints enabled (dRSME = 10.034),
only rectification enabled (dRSME = 10.024) and finally for both techniques enabled at the same
time (dRSME = 10.04). The global error is higher than in the previous datasets because of the
uncertainty introduced by the missing center relay.
Let’s consider an example for an instance in which path rectification occurs: In figure 4.6, two sensors
have different speeds before and after the junction where they first meet which is signified by the
red line. They also, importantly, encounter each other before the next relay. When rectification is
enabled, the algorithm recognizes the lower bound position that the sensors from the different relays
have to be at to meet and splits the epoch into two with the earliest possible confluence as the
end of the first one. This technique strictly improves accuracy for the local data point since, if it is
activated, the position estimate had to be an underestimation. Path rectification only increases the
position to the first theoretically possible location; therefore, there is no possibility to ‘overshoot’ the
correct position. However, there is the slight possibility that it increases global error if the nodes’
positions oscillate wildly and the tighter fit removes the mutual correction that the straight line
provided for over- and underestimations. In my test set, only three instanced triggered rectification.
However, a test with more than two sensor nodes in the same environment would likely yield much
higher usage of the technique because having more nodes increases the likelihood of a qualifying
encounter.
Note that if a relay is placed at the junction, it becomes impossible for nodes to have an encounter
that qualifies them for path rectification since they always contact the relay as well as their peers
if they arrive at a new junction. Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of error in such a dataset with
a Y-shaped environment and three relays (dRSME = 6.670 for checkpoints enabled, dRSME = 6.410
without). The error values and the distributions are similar to those found in figure 4.3.
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5

Conclusions

In this thesis, I proposed the novel Graph-based Localization algorithm for Wireless Sensor Networks
and evaluated it using multiple sets of noisy problem instances. Overall, GRAL has been shown to
be able to provide range-free localization for environments that can be modeled by a tree graph. The
algorithm’s performance depends on the variance of the motion speed of the nodes but is generally
sufficient for applications like surveying. GRAL is appropriate for WSNs with reference nodes that
cannot use expensive dedicated localization hardware on their nodes and cannot afford to use the
nodes to do significant computational work. GRAL leverages the backend, which is present in most
deployments anyhow to do its computation. The approach is, however, not suited for applications
that require position data for their nodes in real-time. The thesis proposed a scalable and robust
scheme for the implementation of GRAL.
In contrast to other range-free approaches, GRAL can even deliver location estimates for moments
where a node has no contact to any other nodes as the simulations have demonstrated. The algorithm
is furthermore capable of compensating for a sparse deployment of reference nodes if there are many
mobile nodes, and the environment is frequently branching using path rectification.
While the checkpoint variant of GRAL enables stronger guarantees that readings which some nodes
have stored at the same position and time will be assigned the same position, it did unfortunately
not increase overall precision of the system for the test sets.
Future improvements to GRAL may include the use of exclusion zones for nodes that receive a
node situated within the radius of a relay but not the relay itself as, e.g., in the work of Baggio
and Langendoen 2008. Another intriguing possibility is to use ranged techniques like TDoA while
contact with a relay is possible to increase accuracy. Also, non-linear interpolation between epoch
start and end positions could be a solution for creating position estimates that fit the actual motion
better.
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